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Inspiring learning 

3For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge

Cambridge works closely with Collins to:
 Develop innovative, high-quality resources trusted by teachers and students around the world
 Make learning engaging and inspiring for students all over the world 
 Help people achieve their goals in education and life

Cambridge International and Collins

together

Collins, an award-winning education publisher for 
Primary and Secondary resources, is proud to be 
working closely with Cambridge Assessment  
International Education to provide endorsed  
resources for Cambridge Primary, Lower  
Secondary, Upper Secondary and Advanced  
qualifications.



Collins Digital
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Collins Connect is an innovative online learning platform designed to support teachers and 
pupils by providing a wealth of content and interactive activities – ideal as a front-of-class  
teaching and learning tool and to support independent learning and home/school links.

 Teach flexibly 
 Course content and assessment all in one place 
 Easy to set-up 
 Intuitive to navigate
 Instant reporting 
 Available across all mobile devices 
 Ongoing support 

For more information,  
visit: www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Vocab Express is an engaging, highly motivating online application providing pre-loaded,  
pre-categorised vocabulary and grammar practice content within a powerful framework of  
familiarisation, activity setting and student tracking. 

  Engage and motivate students
  Reduce teacher workload
  Track real-time progress
  Raise attainment levels
 Differentiate homework activities

For more information,  
visit: www.vocabexpress.com

New courses for Cambridge  
IGCSE® coming soon.

We are working with Cambridge  
Assessment International  

Education to gain endorsement  
of these titles.

Need image



Cambridge Primary 
5 to 11 year olds*

Cambridge Primary

Cambridge Primary

At Primary, Collins has resources for your 
students in all the core subjects including a 
brand-new course for Cambridge Primary 
English as a Second Language. This exciting 
six-level resource includes engaging magazine-
style Student’s Books, activity-packed 
Workbooks and easy-to-use lesson plans. 

5For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge

*age range is for guidance only



Supporting every child on their reading journey  
from phonics to fluency 

• Top authors and illustrators have created fiction 
and non-fiction books that children love to read

• Every book is banded for guided and 
independent reading

• Comprehensive teacher support is provided to 
help you teach and assess 

• Digital resources offer an enhanced reading 
experience 

NEW exciting non-fiction 
16 brand new non-fiction books for Key Stage 2 to support your cross-curricular teaching. Your pupils 
will learn about polar bears, explore the world of William Shakespeare and journey to Ancient Greece 
with these engaging books.  
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Henry V  
Band: Sapphire

Primary

English



Supporting every child on their reading journey  
from phonics to fluency NEW teacher support from September 2017

New Guided Reading Handbooks are in-depth teacher resources  
accompanying every book from Pink to Pearl. You will have total support  
for the teaching and assessment of reading.
• Develop reading comprehension through focused, targeted 
lesson plans

• Extend pupils’ vocabulary using the Vocabulary Boost sessions
• Assess progress with the frequent assessment opportunities

Available January 2018
Phonics for Letters and Sounds
Start your pupils on their reading journey with new  
Collins Big Cat for Letters and Sounds. 60 high-quality 
fiction and non-fiction decodable books will enthuse and 
inspire young readers. Plus, the Teacher Handbook fully 
supports you in ensuring your pupils make progress in 
phonic learning.  

7

The Life Cycle of the Polar bear
Band: Ruby

For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge

The Teacher Guides have not 
been through the Cambridge 
International endorsement 
process.

Big Cat reading books are 
endorsed by Cambridge 
Assessment International 
Education to provide 
support for the reading 
strand of the Cambridge 
Primary English curriculum 
framework from 2018. 



Authors: Karen Morrison, Tracey Baxter, Sunetra Berry, Pat Dower,  
Helen Harden, Pauline Hannigan, Anita Loughrey, Emily Miller, 
Jonathan Mille, Anne Pilling and Pete Robinson

Collins International 
Primary Science

Provide a progressive and student-centred six-level scheme to help every 
child grow with activities designed to develop their scientific enquiry skills. 
Inspiring visuals and activity-based investigative tasks stimulate children’s 
interest and promote independent learning. 

Student’s Books
• Subject-specific language introduced in key words sections throughout 
• Differentiated activities for practical investigations help you support every child 
• Discussion points for each lesson help check comprehension 

Workbooks
• Help your students record observations, investigation results and key learning 
• Guide your students to record work with structured write-in spaces 
• Provide an opportunity to give your students written feedback 

Student's Books ISBN Price
Student's Book 1 978-0-00-758609-7 £7.99
Student's Book 2 978-0-00-758613-4 £7.99
Student's Book 3 978-0-00-758616-5 £7.99
Student's Book 4 978-0-00-758620-2 £7.99
Student's Book 5 978-0-00-758623-3 £7.99
Student's Book 6 978-0-00-758627-1 £7.99
 Workbooks   
Workbook 1 978-0-00-755148-4 £3.99
Workbook 2 978-0-00-758611-0 £3.99
Workbook 3 978-0-00-758618-9 £3.99
Workbook 4 978-0-00-758864-0 £3.99
Workbook 5 978-0-00-758625-7 £3.99
Workbook 6 978-0-00-758629-5 £3.99
Teacher's Guides   
Teacher's Guide 1 978-0-00-758610-3 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 2 978-0-00-758614-1 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 3 978-0-00-758617-2 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 4 978-0-00-758621-9 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 5 978-0-00-758624-0 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 6 978-0-00-758628-8 £36.00
DVDs   
DVD 1 978-0-00-758612-7 £65.00
DVD 2 978-0-00-758615-8 £65.00
DVD 3 978-0-00-758619-6 £65.00
DVD 4 978-0-00-758622-6 £65.00
DVD 5 978-0-00-758626-4 £65.00
DVD 6 978-0-00-758630-1 £65.00

Teacher’s Guides
• Provide comprehensive lesson planning support 
• Include information on scientific background 
• Help support mixed abilities 
• Contain copymasters for the accompanying 

Student’s Book 

Primary

Science

This series is endorsed by 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full curriculum 
framework from 2011.

DVDs
• Slideshows 
• Video clips 
• Additional photographs 
• Interactive classroom activities

88



Collins International 
Primary Maths

Inspire primary students with a problem-solving approach anchoring mathematics 
in a real-life international context. It supports every child with clearly defined skills 
and different levels of ability within each unit through six levels. 
Student’s Books
• Motivate your students with a problem-solving and discovery approach to the learning  

of mathematics 
• Inspire with the real-life international contexts – each lesson is based on a ‘big idea’,  

providing an engaging, exciting theme 
• Offer your students plenty of opportunities to apply their knowledge with activities, exercises and 

investigations

Workbooks
• Three levels of challenge on each Workbook page to practise and consolidate newly 

acquired knowledge, skills and understanding of the mathematics learnt  

Teacher’s Guides
• Provide the rigour of a full teaching scope and sequence for each stage with flexibility of delivery 
• Lesson plans follow a highly effective and proven lesson structure 
• Contain a bank of practical hands-on learning activities 

Primary

Maths

This series is endorsed by 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full curriculum 
framework from 2011.

Series Editor: Peter Clarke 
Authors: Caroline Clissold, Paul Hodge, Lisa Jarmin, Ngaire Orsborn, Paul Wrangles

DVDs
• All components of the Teacher’s Guides in 

editable word documents and PDFs 
• Slideshows and images to support lessons 
• 32 interactive whiteboard mathematical tools 
• Full audio glossary
Student's Books ISBN Price
Student's Book 1 978-0-00-815979-5 £7.99
Student's Book 2 978-0-00-815984-9 £7.99
Student's Book 3 978-0-00-815989-4 £7.99
Student's Book 4 978-0-00-815994-8 £7.99
Student's Book 5 978-0-00-815999-3 £7.99
Student's Book 6 978-0-00-816004-3 £7.99
 Workbooks   
Workbook 1 978-0-00-815980-1 £3.99
Workbook 2 978-0-00-815985-6 £3.99
Workbook 3 978-0-00-815990-0 £3.99
Workbook 4 978-0-00-815995-5 £3.99
Workbook 5 978-0-00-816000-5 £3.99
Workbook 6 978-0-00-816005-0 £3.99
 Teacher's Guides   
Teacher's Guide 1 978-0-00-815978-8 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 2 978-0-00-815983-2 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 3 978-0-00-815988-7 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 4 978-0-00-815993-1 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 5 978-0-00-815998-6 £36.00
Teacher's Guide 6 978-0-00-816003-6 £36.00
DVDs   
DVD 1 978-0-00-815981-8 £175.00
DVD 2 978-0-00-815986-3 £175.00
DVD 3 978-0-00-815991-7 £175.00
DVD 4 978-0-00-815996-2 £175.00
DVD 5 978-0-00-816001-2 £175.00
DVD 6 978-0-00-816006-7 £175.00
Collins Connect   
Stage 1 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815982-5 £200 + VAT
Stage 2 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815987-0 £200 + VAT
Stage 3 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815992-4 £200 + VAT
Stage 4 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815997-9 £200 + VAT
Stage 5 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-816002-9 £200 + VAT
Stage 6 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-816007-4 £200 + VAT

99For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge



Collins International  
Primary English

This six-level, multi-component course for primary students, is a self-contained, 
cohesive programme which develops reading, writing, speaking and listening 
skills at primary level. With colourful and engaging design, the Student’s Books 
follow a clear structure and progression through the levels.

Student’s Books
• Inspire your students with a wide range of stimulating texts to build literacy and language 

skills 
• Cater for different interests with inspiring fiction and non-fiction texts, including extracts 

from the highly successful Collins Big Cat series

Workbooks 
• Provide additional material for practice and reinforcement 
• Exercises and activities are linked to each unit of the corresponding 

Student’s Book, offering further practice in the key skills

Student’s Books ISBN Price
Student’s Book 1 978-0-00-814760-0 £7.99
Student’s Book 2 978-0-00-814763-1 £7.99
Student’s Book 3 978-0-00-814766-2 £7.99
Student’s Book 4 978-0-00-814769-3 £7.99
Student’s Book 5 978-0-00-814772-3 £7.99
Student’s Book 6 978-0-00-814775-4 £7.99
Workbooks   
Workbook 1 978-0-00-814761-7 £3.99
Workbook 2 978-0-00-814764-8 £3.99
Workbook 3 978-0-00-814767-9 £3.99
Workbook 4 978-0-00-814770-9 £3.99
Workbook 5 978-0-00-814773-0 £3.99
Workbook 6 978-0-00-814776-1 £3.99
Collins Connect   
Level 1 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815569-8  £210 + VAT
Level 2 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815570-4  £210 + VAT
Level 3 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815571-1  £210 + VAT
Level 4 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815572-8  £210 + VAT
Level 5 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815573-5  £210 + VAT
Level 6 - 1 year licence 978-0-00-815577-3  £210 + VAT
Teacher’s Guides   
Teacher’s Book 1 978-0-00-814762-4 £36.00
Teacher’s Book 2 978-0-00-814765-5 £36.00
Teacher’s Book 3 978-0-00-814768-6 £36.00
Teacher’s Book 4 978-0-00-814771-6 £36.00
Teacher’s Book 5 978-0-00-814774-7 £36.00
Teacher’s Book 6 978-0-00-814777-8 £36.00

Teacher’s Guides
• Save time with comprehensive, clear and easy-to-use resources and 

step-by-step lesson plans 
• Benefit from suggestions for classroom activities

The digital component, via an online 
interactive platform, provides:
• Additional resources for teachers, 

including warm-up activities and printable 
worksheets 

• Audio and visual files of the reading texts 
• Interactive exercises to provide further 

practice and reinforcement for students

English

1010

Primary

Series Editor: Karen Morrison 
Authors: Catherine Baker, Jan Gallow, Lois Lubbe, Fiona 
Macgregor, Jennifer Martin, Daphne Paizee, Joyce Vallar

1010

This series is endorsed by 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full curriculum 
framework from 2018.



Collins International 
Primary English as a 
Second Language

Written with international contexts in mind, this highly flexible, 6-level course offers 
progression within and across levels. Consisting of a magazine-style Student’s 
Book, extensive Workbook and supportive Teacher’s Guide, the course covers 
the Cambridge Primary English as a Second Language curriculum framework.

Student’s Books
• Engage your learners with the colourful and appealing Student’s Books, audio materials 

and songs 
• Inspire thought and conversation with a range of fiction and non-fiction reading texts 
• Activate your learners’ imagination and provide opportunities for them to contribute their own 

knowledge and experiences to the lessons through the stimulating texts and the appealing  
illustrations and photographs 

Workbooks
• Provide additional activities and opportunities for further practice presented in the  

Student’s Books 
• Build confidence and understanding of key vocabulary and language structures covered 

in the curriculum framework 
• Challenge your learners to stretch themselves by spending  

longer thinking about a topic and investigating it further  
with the Thinking Deeper tasks 

Student's Books ISBN Price
Student’s Book Stage 1 978-0-00-821358-9 £5.99
Student’s Book Stage 2 978-0-00-821361-9 £5.99
Student’s Book Stage 3 978-0-00-821364-0 £5.99
Student’s Book Stage 4 978-0-00-821367-1 £5.99
Student’s Book Stage 5 978-0-00-821370-1 £5.99
Student’s Book Stage 6 978-0-00-821373-2 £5.99
Workbooks   
Workbook Stage 1 978-0-00-821359-6 £7.99
Workbook Stage 2 978-0-00-821362-6 £7.99
Workbook Stage 3 978-0-00-821365-7 £7.99
Workbook Stage 4 978-0-00-821368-8 £7.99
Workbook Stage 5 978-0-00-821371-8 £7.99
Workbook Stage 6 978-0-00-821374-9 £7.99
 Teacher's Guides   
Teacher’s Guide Stage 1 978-0-00-821360-2 £100.00
Teacher’s Guide Stage 2 978-0-00-821363-3 £100.00
Teacher’s Guide Stage 3 978-0-00-821366-4 £100.00
Teacher’s Guide Stage 4 978-0-00-821369-5 £100.00
Teacher’s Guide Stage 5 978-0-00-821372-5 £100.00
Teacher’s Guide Stage 6 978-0-00-821375-6 £100.00

Teacher’s Guides
• Benefit from a clear, but differentiated path through 

the Student’s Books 
• Be ready to teach with easy-to-use teacher and 

classroom resources, including step-by-step lesson 
plans, and a varied and extensive Activity Bank

Primary

English

This series is endorsed by 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full curriculum 
framework from 2018.

Series Editor: Karen Morrison 
Authors: Daphne Paizee, Jennifer Martin, Sandy Gibbs, Kathryn Gibbs, Robert Kellas
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New

For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge



Collins has now published resources 
in English as a Second Language to 
support your students at Cambridge Lower 
Secondary. In March, we will publish 
new Science and Mathematics courses, 
complementing the already available  
English course.

Cambridge Lower 
Secondary
11 to 14 year olds*

Cambridge Lower Secondary 
Checkpoint

Cambridge Lower  
Secondary

121212

*age range is for guidance only



Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 7:  STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 7:  WORKBOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 7:   TEACHER’S GUIDE

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 8:  STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 8:  WORKBOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 8:   TEACHER’S GUIDE

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 9:  STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 9:  WORKBOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 9:   TEACHER’S GUIDE

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 7:  STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 7:  WORKBOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 7:   TEACHER’S GUIDE

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 8:  STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 8:  WORKBOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 8:   TEACHER’S GUIDE

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 9:  STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 9:  WORKBOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 9:   TEACHER’S GUIDE

1313

Cambridge Lower  
Secondary Science

Inspire and engage your students with this brand new Cambridge Lower Secondary Science course 
offering comprehensive coverage of the curriculum framework including all suggested practicals and 
scientific enquiry skills.

Student’s Books
• Develop your students’ scientific skills with a strong emphasis on scientific enquiry integrated throughout the course and plenty of 

opportunities for practical activities and analysis
• Help your students to build a firm foundation and progress from stage 7 through to stage 9 and onto Cambridge IGCSE® 

Science with carefully developed resources for each stage designed to build confidence and understanding
• Allow your students to take ownership of their learning with self-assessment questions and progress checklists throughout
• Challenge and stretch your students with differentiated questions for each topic
• Check understanding, consolidate learning and prepare for assessment with end of chapter and end of stage reviews

Workbooks
• Provides regular practice for your students in applying and developing their scientific enquiry skills to new contexts as well as 

using key scientific vocabulary, facts and ideas
• Supportive worked examples and writing frames help your students improve their approach to answering open response and 

calculation questions
• End of chapter self-assessment and space for you to respond with formative feedback or personalised targets

Teacher’s Guides
• Carefully constructed learning outcomes and detailed lesson plan ideas fully support the development of scientific enquiry skills 

and offer ongoing, formative assessment ideas
• Suggestions for challenge activities in every topic to  

stretch your students able to progress further
• Full support for practical work, with student sheets and 

comprehensive technician’s notes including equipment  
lists and set-up instructions for all investigations

• A full planning guide to help you design your course 
effectively

Lower Secondary

1313

Authors: Fran Eardley, Heidi Foxford, Aidan Gill, Lucy Hawkins, Stuart Lloyd, Chris Meunier, 
Mark Levesley, Beverly Rickwood, Louise Smiles, Sheila Tarpey, Dorothy Warren, Gemma Young
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Student’s Books ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book: Stage 7 9780008254650 £15.99 March 2018
Student’s Book: Stage 8 9780008254667 £15.99 March 2018
Student’s Book: Stage 9 9780008254674 £15.99 March 2018
Workbooks   
Workbook: Stage 7 9780008254711 £9.00 March 2018
Workbook: Stage 8 9780008254728 £9.00 March 2018
Workbook: Stage 9 9780008254735 £9.00 March 2018
Teacher’s Guides   
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 7 9780008254681 £50.00 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 8 9780008254698 £50.00 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 9 9780008254704 £50.00 March 2018
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New

For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge

Science

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 7:  STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 7:  WORKBOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 7:   TEACHER’S GUIDE

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 8:  STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 8:  WORKBOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 8:   TEACHER’S GUIDE

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 9:  STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 9:  WORKBOOK

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Anna Cowper and Rebecca Adlard

English

STAGE 9:   TEACHER’S GUIDE

We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education 
towards endorsement of 
these titles.
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Cambridge Lower  
Secondary Maths

This new, three-level series, provides coverage of the Cambridge Lower Secondary Maths curriculum 
framework. Written by an experienced author team, the series comprises a comprehensive Student 
Book, extensive Workbook and supportive Teacher Guide.

Student’s Books
• The series builds on the foundations laid down in primary maths, and prepares your students for embarking on Cambridge 

IGCSE® Maths
• New concepts are presented through worked examples, which lead your students through the concepts, with clear and detailed 

explanations
• Links are made between topics, encouraging learners to build on relevant fluency from previously learnt topics, and to practise 

mathematical concepts in a different context
• Students are encouraged to reflect on their learning, to build learner independence

Workbooks
• Match the structure of the Student’s Book
• Offer a range of practice activities to help learners to consolidate their 

knowledge of the topics covered in the Student’s Books
• Check Your Progress boxes, at the end of each chapter, for your 

students to self-evaluate and reflect on their progress

Maths

14

Authors: Matt Nixon, Deborah McCarthy, Sarah Sharratt, Michele Conway and Caroline Fawcus

14

Lower Secondary

14

Teacher’s Guides
• Highly flexible resource which provides you with teaching and learning 

support to deliver the syllabus
• Alternative approaches and activities (including tasks and games)
• Support to help you pace lessons for individual abilities
• Ideas to make practical use of technology for mathematics learning, 

such as using the computer to create spreadsheets, tables and charts to 
represent results

Student’s Books ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book: Stage 7 9780008213497 £15.99 December 2017
Student’s Book: Stage 8 9780008213527 £15.99 March 2018
Student’s Book: Stage 9 9780008213558 £15.99 April 2018
Workbooks   
Workbook: Stage 7 9780008213503 £8.99 December 2017
Workbook: Stage 8 9780008213534 £8.99 March 2018
Workbook: Stage 9 9780008213565 £8.99 April 2018
Teacher’s Guides   
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 7 9780008213510 £49.99 December 2017
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 8 9780008213541 £49.99 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 9 9780008213572 £49.99 April 2018
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We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education 
towards endorsement of 
these titles.

New

STAGE 7:  TEACHER’S GUIDE

Cambridge Lower Secondary
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bridge Low
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Maths
Deborah McCarthy, Caroline Fawcus,  
Alastair Duncombe

www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), and 
O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819044-6

9 780008 190446

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Cambridge Lower Secondary  
Maths
This Teacher Guide is designed to accompany the Cambridge IGCSE® 
Environmental Management Student Book for syllabus 0680.

It includes lesson plans, extended and supplementary case studies, 
decision making exercises, mini projects, and problems for discussion 
and group work – all of which will enable you to deliver a successful 
and effective course that meets the needs of all your lessons.

• Clear instructions for students and teachers

• Clear focus on the integrated approach to the subject as outlined  
in the new syllabus

• Supplementary ‘case studies’ help students to engage with the 
subject and deepen their understanding

• Extension content and activities

• Overviews of each topic and links to other topics highlighted to 
assist with medium- and long-term planning

• Detailed scheme of work matching lessons to the syllabus  
learning outcomes

Author: Anna Cowper, Rebecca Adlard

Maths 7 Lower Second Teachers Guide.indd   1 28/7/17   2:02 pm

C
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bridge Low
er Secondary M

aths    STA
G

E 7

STAGE 7:  WORKBOOK

C
ollins

Cambridge Lower Secondary

Maths
Alastair Duncombe   

Cambridge Lower Secondary  
Maths

Collins Cambridge Lower Secondary Maths Student Book  
provides in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Michele Conway, Alastair Duncombe, Caroline Fawcus,  
Deborah McCarthy,  Sarah Sharratt   

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
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Collins Cambridge Lower Secondary Maths Student Book  
provides in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Deborah McCarthy, Matt Nixon

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
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quality-assurance process
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✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide
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Cambridge Lower Secondary  
Maths
This Teacher Guide is designed to accompany the Cambridge IGCSE® 
Environmental Management Student Book for syllabus 0680.

It includes lesson plans, extended and supplementary case studies, 
decision making exercises, mini projects, and problems for discussion 
and group work – all of which will enable you to deliver a successful 
and effective course that meets the needs of all your lessons.

• Clear instructions for students and teachers

• Clear focus on the integrated approach to the subject as outlined  
in the new syllabus

• Supplementary ‘case studies’ help students to engage with the 
subject and deepen their understanding

• Extension content and activities

• Overviews of each topic and links to other topics highlighted to 
assist with medium- and long-term planning

• Detailed scheme of work matching lessons to the syllabus  
learning outcomes

Author: Alastair Duncombe
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Collins Cambridge Lower Secondary Maths Student Book  
provides in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.
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Collins Cambridge Lower Secondary Maths Student Book  
provides in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Deborah McCarthy, Matt Nixon
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Cambridge Lower Secondary  
Maths
This Teacher Guide is designed to accompany the Cambridge IGCSE® 
Environmental Management Student Book for syllabus 0680.

It includes lesson plans, extended and supplementary case studies, 
decision making exercises, mini projects, and problems for discussion 
and group work – all of which will enable you to deliver a successful 
and effective course that meets the needs of all your lessons.

• Clear instructions for students and teachers

• Clear focus on the integrated approach to the subject as outlined  
in the new syllabus

• Supplementary ‘case studies’ help students to engage with the 
subject and deepen their understanding

• Extension content and activities

• Overviews of each topic and links to other topics highlighted to 
assist with medium- and long-term planning

• Detailed scheme of work matching lessons to the syllabus  
learning outcomes

Author: Alastair Duncombe
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Collins Cambridge Lower Secondary Maths Student Book  
provides in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.
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Collins Cambridge Lower Secondary Maths Student Book  
provides in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 
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Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.
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Authors: Anne Cowper and Rebecca Adlard
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Cambridge Assessment 
International Education 
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these titles.
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Cambridge Lower Secondary  
English as a Second Language
STAGE 9
Collins Cambridge Lower Secondary English as a  
Second Language Teacher’s Guide follows the topic-based 
structure of the Student’s Book and Workbook, providing clear 
and detailed support for teachers to enable them to use the 
resources easily and flexibly in the classroom.

Each unit includes clear learning outcomes, detailed notes  
and suggestions, and guidance on how to teach in a multi-
ability classroom. Additional worksheets are provided at the 
end of the book, and answer keys for the Student’s Book and 
Workbook exercises are included in every unit.

Author: Anna Cowper

English as a Second Language 9 Lower Second Teachers Guide.indd   1 12/9/17   10:19 pm

Written with a range of international contexts in mind, this flexible three-level course provides coverage of 
the Cambridge Lower Secondary English as a Second Language curriculum framework. It is designed 
to allow flexibility in how the course is taught and offers highly illustrated, engaging material with a variety of 
appropriately-graded exercises and activities.

Student’s Books
• Written to allow flexibility in how the course is taught to meet a range of classroom contexts and classroom hours
• Provides cross-curricular support to support the other subjects that students may be studying through English as a medium of instruction
• Inspire your students to develop critical thinking skills across a wide range of curriculum based topics
• Encourage your students to read with engaging literature texts
• Engage your students with motivating and relevant topics

Workbooks
• Follows the topic-based units of the Student Books
• Clear layout with fun activities to help students learn language  

and develop skills
• Offers a range of practice exercises to consolidate and extend  

students’ learning
• Check Your Progress boxes at the end of each unit allow students to  

self-evaluate and reflect on their progress
• Regular review sections for additional practice and reinforcement

Teacher’s Guides
• Clear learning outcomes given at the start of each unit
• Detailed notes and suggestions for each activity provided to help you 

with lesson planning
• Differentiated learning outcomes highlighted within activities
• Support and Extension work clearly signposted to 

support a mixed-level classes
• Additional ideas given for further activities, writing 

topics, and speaking practice
• Guidance on how to teach for multi-ability classrooms
• Additional worksheets at the end of the book which the 

you can use flexibly
• Answer keys for Student Book and Workbook 

exercises included in each unit

Student’s Books ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book: Stage 7 9780008215408 £17.99 November 2017
Student’s Book: Stage 8 9780008215415 £17.99 December 2017
Student’s Book: Stage 9 9780008215422 £17.99 December 2017
Workbooks   
Workbook: Stage 7 9780008215446 £8.99 November 2017
Workbook: Stage 8 9780008215460 £8.99 December 2017
Workbook: Stage 9 9780008215484 £8.99 December 2017
Teacher’s Guides   
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 7 9780008215439 £49.99 November 2017
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 8 9780008215453 £49.99 December 2017
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 9 9780008215477 £49.99 December 2017



The digital component, via an online 
interactive platform, provides: 
• An electronic version of the Student 

Book for front-of-class use
• Interactive activities
• Extra questions to help monitor progress

16

Cambridge Lower  
Secondary English

Lay the foundations for Cambridge Lower Secondary and Cambridge IGCSE® success with these  
skills-focused resources. The full coverage of the Cambridge Secondary 1 curriculum offers clear learning 
outcomes highlighted throughout. 

Student’s Book
• Each chapter covers reading, writing, speaking and listening, and builds towards a 

purposeful final task aligned with the assessment outcomes and mark scheme criteria
• Support progression with clear modelling, scaffolded activities and end-of-chapter self-

assessment tasks and checklists to help students prepare for Cambridge IGCSE® English
• Engage your students with rich and varied text extracts – international literature and non-fiction 

texts represent the different forms and purposes required at each stage of the curriculum

Workbook
• Skills-building practice activities support your students’ learning
• Help prepare your students for assessment by consolidating 

key aspects of language, grammar and vocabulary
• Save time with a range of fun and engaging activities that can 

be used in class or as homework

This series is endorsed by 
Cambridge International 
Examinations to support 
the full curriculum 
framework from 2011.

Teacher’s Guide
• Get started straight away with detailed, differentiated 

lesson plans that share best practice teaching suitable for 
international classrooms

• Help track your students’ progress with clear learning 
outcomes given for each chapter

• Personalise your course using the CD which contains editable 
versions of all lesson plans, worksheets and PowerPoint slides

English

Lower Secondary

Series Editors: Julia Burchell and Mike Gould 
Authors: Lucy Birchenough, Clare Constant, Steve Eddy, Naomi Hursthouse, Ian Kirby, 
Richard Patterson, Alison Ramage and Nikki Smith

Student’s Books ISBN Price
Student’s Book: Stage 7 978-0-00-811690-3 £15.99
Student’s Book: Stage 8 978-0-00-814046-5 £15.99
Student’s Book: Stage 9 978-0-00-814047-2 £15.99
Workbooks   
Workbook: Stage 7 978-0-00-814048-9 £8.99
Workbook: Stage 8 978-0-00-814050-2 £8.99
Workbook: Stage 9 978-0-00-814052-6 £8.99
Teacher’s Guides   
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 7 978-0-00-814053-3 £49.99
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 8 978-0-00-814054-0 £49.99
Teacher’s Guide: Stage 9 978-0-00-814055-7 £49.99
Collins Connect   
Collins Connect: Stage 7 1 
year licence

978-0-00-816056-2 £200.00 + VAT

Collins Connect: Stage 8 1 
year licence

978-0-00-816057-9 £200.00 + VAT

Collins Connect: Stage 9 1 
year licence

978-0-00-816058-6 £200.00 + VAT
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ISBN 978-0-00-759252-4

9 780007 592524

CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® BIOLOGY
Collins Cambridge IGCSE Biology provides the material you need for your 

Cambridge IGCSE qualifi cation. All practical activities have been fully safety checked 
but not trialled by CLEAPSS and a school-based Head Science Technician.

The author, Sue Kearsey, has a fi rst class honours degree in Biological Sciences
and has written a number of secondary science books.

Chemistry Student Book 
978-0-00-759265-4

Biology Teacher Pack   
978-0-00-759264-7

Physics Student Book  
978-0-00-759267-8

Safety checked 
but not trialled 

by CLEAPSS

Check you’ve covered the
syllabus requirements in the
end of topic checklists

Practise your exam technique 
with exam-style questions

Improve your answers with 
teacher annotated examples

Confi rm your understanding
with questions on each 
topic
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Clearly differentiated 
extended material 

Develop your science skills 
with investigative tasks

Further your understanding
by looking at real-life uses
of science through the
science in context sections

7592524 iGCSE Cam Biology Student.indd   1 06/08/2014   10:02

Cambridge Upper 
Secondary

Cambridge Upper 
Secondary
14 to 16 year olds*

Cambridge IGCSE®

Cambridge O Level

We are excited to expand our list of Cambridge 
IGCSE® titles to include brand new resources in 
six different subjects in addition to publishing three 
new editions. As always, our resources include 
comprehensive Teacher’s Guides written by 
expert teachers that support teaching and learning. 
Don’t miss our existing catalogue of Cambridge 
IGCSE® resources, spanning a wide range  
of subjects. 
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Cambridge IGCSE® 
Maths

Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Maths supports and challenges students with 
the Core curriculum and Extended curriculum together in one book. 

Student’s Book
• Develop problem solving with flagged questions that require your students to apply their skills
• Emphasise the relevance of maths with ‘Why this chapter matters’ showing maths in 

everyday life or historical development
• Consolidate understanding with tried and tested questions in extensive practice exercises 

and detailed worked examples
• Deliver a fully international course with international examples, contexts, names, currency 

and locations
• Help English as Second Language learners understand complex mathematical 

terminology with clear key term definitions, gathered in a glossary

Maths

Upper Secondary

Author: Chris Pearce

18

Teacher’s Guide
• Start teaching straight away with detailed three-part lesson plans that include clear  

syllabus references, common mistakes and remediation, and useful tips for a fresh approach
• Raise standards with extra practice sheets available to download with consolidation questions  

to support less able students and extended questions to stretch high achievers
• Provide ready-made homework for every lesson with printable and editable homework  

worksheets available to download
• Personalise your course with all files available to download in Word format to ensure a  

perfect fit for your school
• Check and mark students’ work with the answers for the Student’s Book exercises and examination 

sections; homework sheets; consolidation and extension questions all available to download

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008257798 £25.99 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 9780008257804 £100.00 March 2018

18

Cambridge IGCSE® Maths Revision Guide

Supports the syllabus for examination from 2020

• Content supports all students with lots of practice opportunities to 
build their confidence

•  Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help students plan revision 
in manageable chunks

•  Revision tips to provide essential assessment guidance
•  Quick test and exam-style practice questions for every topic, so 

students can check their progress and develop their exam skills
•  A supporting glossary with easy-to-understand definitions of key 

terms is included
Revision Guide ISBN Price Publication date
Cambridge IGCSE® Maths Revision Guide 9780008210342 £8.99 March 2018

Maths

Revision

Author: Jim Newall

We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of 
this title. 

It is to support the syllabus 
for first teaching from 2020.

We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.
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Also for Cambridge IGCSE® (9–1)

Cambridge IGCSE®

 Maths
Chris Pearce

Cambridge IGCSE® Maths
Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Maths Student Book provides in-depth  

coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  
Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Author: Chris Pearce

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Maths Cambridge IGCSE Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:59 pm



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Additional Mathematics

Support your students working towards Cambridge IGCSE Additional 
Mathematics, for first examination from 2020, with this new resource.

Student’s Book 
• Support your students in developing problem solving skills with flagged questions and a 

problem-solving in context feature 
• Emphasise the relevance of maths in the real world with ‘Why this chapter matters’, 

showing maths in everyday life or its place in historical developments
• Help your students to prepare for examination with a set of exam-style questions at the 

end of every chapter
• Deliver a fully international course with international examples, contexts, names, currency 

and locations
• Challenge your students to stretch their skills and understanding with flagged extension 

questions in both the practice exercises and the chapter review questions

Teacher’s Guide
• Detailed lesson plans that include clear syllabus references, common mistakes and remediation, useful tips for a fresh 

approach and guidance around how to deliver activities from the Student’s Book
• Challenge and stretch more able students with extension activity sheets, that provide students with practice at a high level
• Provide ready-made homework with printable and editable homework worksheets available to download
• Personalise your course with all files available to download in Word format to ensure a perfect fit for your school
• Check and mark students’ work with the answers for the Student’s Book exercises and chapter review sections; homework 

sheets; and extension questions all available to download

Upper Secondary

Maths

Authors: Su Nicholson, Peter Ransom, Carol Roberts, Trevor Senior, Brian Speed 
and Colin Stobart

19

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008257828 £24.99 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 9780008257835 £100.00 March 2018
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We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.
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Also for Cambridge O Level

Cambridge IGCSE®

Additional 
Maths
Su Nicholson, Peter Ransom, Carol Roberts,
Trevor Senior, Brian Speed, Colin Stobart

Cambridge IGCSE® Additional Maths
Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Additional Maths Student Book provides in-depth  

coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  
Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Su Nicholson, Peter Ransom, Carol Roberts,  
Trevor Senior, Brian Speed, Colin Stobart 

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Additional Maths Cambridge IGCSE Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:58 pm
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Cambridge IGCSE®  
Accounting

This course helps to equip students with the skills needed to carry out a 
variety of accounting tasks, such as calculations, completing a statement of 
accounts, or preparing journal entries, and to be able to analyse financial data. 
It encourages students to engage with their own learning and all materials are 
designed to stimulate and foster independent learning.

Student’s Book 
• Easy-to-use book structure with clear and consistent signposting within each unit
• Written and reviewed by experienced Accounting teachers from around the world
• Worked examples to demonstrate how a problem or question can be addressed
• Practice questions and exam-style questions to reinforce students’ understanding
• Key terms and key concepts are highlighted on the page and included in a useful 

glossary at the end of the book
• Written with consideration of language needs of international students with clear and 

straightforward English

Workbook
• Offers differentiated tasks to meet the needs of all students
• Each unit includes questions to support those struggling with a topic
• Questions for students who feel confident with the material in the unit and want to take it further
• Unit reviews offer exam-style multiple-choice questions for practice and reinforcement
• End-of-chapter reviews offer further exam practice, both of MCQs and structured written questions

Teacher’s Guide
• Guidance given on assessing Knowledge Check questions and end-of-chapter exercises
• Support given for non-subject specialists, with any required introductory background or prior knowledge explained at the beginning 

of each unit for those who need it
• Guidance given on how to use the questions 

and how and when to assess students’ 
responses

• Photocopiable resources included at the end 
of the book, including accounting proformas 
for answers to exercises and project work

Accounting

Upper Secondary

Authors: David Horner and Leanna Oliver

20

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008254117 £22.99 March 2018
Workbook   
Workbook 9780008254124 £7.99 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 9780008254131 £100.00 March 2018
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Cambridge IGCSE®

  Accounting
David Horner, Leanna Oliver 

STUDENT’S BOOK

Also for Cambridge O Level

Cambridge IGCSE® Accounting
Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Accounting Student Book provides in-depth  

coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  
Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: David Horner, Leanna Oliver 

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Accounting Cambridge IGCSE Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   2:00 pm
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We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.

Cambridge IGCSE®  
Economics
This new title supports students in their learning and understanding of economic 
terminology, concepts and theories, and guides them in applying this understanding 
to current economic issues. It also offers revision practice and exam preparation 
and is designed to prepare students for further study in Economics.

Student’s Book
• Case studies, both global and region-specific, to provoke student discussion and understanding
• Worked examples to demonstrate how a problem or question can be addressed
• Practice questions and exam-style questions to reinforce students’ understanding
• Key terms and key concepts highlighted on the page and included in a useful glossary  

at the end of the book 
• Easy-to-use book structure with clear and consistent signposting within each unit

Teacher’s Guide
• Support given for non-subject specialists, with any required  

introductory background or prior knowledge explained at the  
beginning of each unit for those who need it

• Suggested review questions for remedial or revision work
• Notes on case studies, projects and other activities
• Ideas for extension work, extension topics and research
• Suggestions for additional collaborative activities to foster  

communication and presentation skills
• Additional photocopiable Activity Sheets at the back of the  

book for extra practice

Upper Secondary

Economics

Authors: James Beere, Karen Borrington and Clive Riches

21

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008254094 £22.99 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 9780008254100 £100.00 March 2018
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STUDENT’S BOOK

Also for Cambridge O Level

Cambridge IGCSE®

  Economics
James Beere, Karen Borrington

Cambridge IGCSE® Economics
Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Economics Student Book provides in-depth  

coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  
Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: James Beere, Karen Borrington 

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Econimics Cambridge IGCSE Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:59 pm

For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge

Cambridge IGCSE® Economics 
Revision Guide 
Supports the syllabus for examination from 2020

• Clear and concise syllabus coverage, with key definitions and  
concepts highlighted

• Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help plan revision in 
manageable chunks

• Quick tests with every topic, to check progress 
• Exam-style practice questions at the end of every chapter  

develop exam skills 
• A supporting glossary with easy-to-understand definitions of key terms

Revision Guide ISBN Price Publication date
Cambridge IGCSE® Economics Revision Guide 978-0-00-826013-2 £9.99 March 2018

We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Business Studies

Deliver a course that reflects the modern business world with up-to-date 
examples and data. This course builds students’ skills in application, analysis and 
evaluation with targeted skills activities and skills builders. Students benefit from 
Business Studies in context with engaging, real-life case studies from around 
the world for every topic.

Student’s Book
• Enable your students to access the syllabus content with a fresh, visual design and 

language tailored to English as a Second Language learners
• Develop your students’ exam skills with Paper 1 exam-style questions, and Paper 2 exam 

style case studies with supporting questions for every section, including some examples 
from Cambridge past papers

• Encourage students to check their understanding with Knowledge check questions for 
every topic

• Support your students in assessing their grasp of the content through a progression 
checklist at the end of every chapter

• Improve your students’ vocabulary and understanding of key terms and concepts with the 
extensive Glossary

Teacher Guide
• Teach with local perspective with an extra bank of truly international case studies from a range of regions
• Choose from interesting, varied lesson activities that clearly meet the syllabus objectives and are suitable for a range of international 

classroom environments
• Create lessons to suit you and your students with editable lesson plans and worksheets that are available in Word to download
• Access answers to all the questions and activities in the textbook
• Provide additional support to students through worked examples of difficult financial concepts
• Reduce planning time with our comprehensive Scheme of Work that is completely matched to the Student’s Book and Teacher’s 

Guide

Business Studies

Upper Secondary

Authors: Andrew Dean, Denry Machin and Mark Gardiner

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008258054 £23.99 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 9780008258061 £100.00 March 2018
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Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
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this title.
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STUDENT’S BOOK

Also for Cambridge O Level

Cambridge IGCSE®

Business 
Studies
Andrew Dean, Denry Machin,  
Mark Gardiner

Cambridge IGCSE®  
Business Studies

Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies Student Book provides in-depth  
coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Andrew Dean, Denry Machin, Mark Gardiner 

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Business Studies Cambridge IGCSE Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:58 pm

Business Studies

Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies 
Revision Guide

This revision guide covers the Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies 
syllabus (0450), as well as the Cambridge O-Level syllabus (7115), 
both for first examination in 2020.

• Clear and concise syllabus coverage, with key definitions and 
concepts highlighted

•  Topics in short, user-friendly sections to plan revision in manageable 
chunks 

• Quick tests with every topic, so students can check their progress
•  Exam-style practice questions at the end of every chapter develop 

exam skills
•  A supporting glossary with easy-to-understand definitions  

of key terms

We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.

Revision Guide ISBN Price Publication date
Cambridge IGCSE® Business Studies Revision Guide 978-0-00-826014-9 £9.99 March 2018



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Science
Resources for the latest Cambridge IGCSE® Science syllabuses, designed to help your students gain the 
knowledge and skills to achieve success.

Student Book
• Engage your students with international case studies and examples of how science is used in the real world 
• Help your students to consolidate knowledge with clear diagrams, overviews and summaries for each topic 
• Check understanding and help prepare for assessment with lots of practice exam-style questions at the end of each section 
• Support your students with English as a Second Language with a detailed glossary 

Teacher Guide 
• Deliver the syllabus with confidence through comprehensive support including flexible topic-based teaching and learning strategies 
• Save time with lots of ideas for practicals, activities and worksheets 
• Get started quickly and easily with straightforward set-up and intuitive navigation

Upper Secondary

Science

These resources are 
endorsed by Cambridge 
International Examinations
to support the full 
syllabuses for examination 
from 2016.

Authors: Malcom Bradley, Susan Gardner, Sam Goodman, Sue Kearsey and Chris Sunley

Student’s Book ISBN Price
Biology Student’s Book 978-0-00-759252-4 £21.99
Chemistry Student’s Book  978-0-00-759265-4 £21.99
Physics Student’s Book  978-0-00-759267-8 £21.99
Teacher’s Guide   
Biology Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-759264-7 £100.00
Chemistry Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-759266-1 £100.00
Physics Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-759268-5 £100.00
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Cambridge IGCSE® Science Revision 
Guides

• Clear and accessible revision content to support all 
learning styles 

• Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help students 
plan their revision in manageable chunks 

• Revision tips to provide essential assessment guidance 
• Quick tests and exam-style practice questions to  

check your  
progress and develop exam skills 

• A supporting glossary to help build vocabulary

Revision Guide ISBN Price
Cambridge IGCSE® Biology Revision Guide 9780008210311 £8.99
Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry Revision Guide 9780008210328 £9.99
Cambridge IGCSE® Physics Revision Guide 9780008210335 £8.99

Revision

ScienceAuthors: Mary Jones and others

2323For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge

Science

These titles are endorsed 
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education for 
revision for examination  
from 2016.



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Co-ordinated Sciences

Provide in-depth coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE® Co-ordinated Sciences syllabus for 
examination from 2019.

Student Book 
• Engage your students with real-life uses of science in context and 

investigative tasks 
• Provide thorough preparation with clearly differentiated extended material, 

questions on each topic and exam-style questions 
• Support your students further with teacher-annotated examples and end-of-

topic checklists 

Teacher Guide
• Start teaching straight away with detailed teaching activities covering  

learning objectives and outcomes, common misconceptions and lesson ideas 
• Teach practical and investigative work with confidence with worksheets which  

take your students step-by-step through planning, carrying out and writing up 
• Match learning objectives and outcomes for each lesson to the syllabus using our detailed scheme of work providing a 

comprehensive overview of the course

Science

Upper Secondary

Authors: Malcolm Bradley, Susan Gardner, Sam Goodman, Sue Kearsey and Chris Sunley

• Comprehensive digital package containing 
full resources for teaching Cambridge 
IGCSE® Co-ordinated Sciences 

• Includes all content from the Student’s 
Books and auto-marked test questions with 
instant feedback as well as lesson plans, 
worksheets, practical instructions, answers 
to questions in the Student’s Book 

Student Book ISBN  Price
Biology Student Book 9780008191573 £19.99
Chemistry Student Book 9780008210212 £19.99
Physics Student Book 978000-8210229 £19.99
Teacher Guide   
Co-ordinated Sciences 
Teacher Guide

9780008191580 £150.00

Collins Connect   
Collins Connect 1 year 
licence 

9780008191603 £400.00 + VAT
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This resource is endorsed 
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full syllabus for 
examination from 2019.

Collins Connect has 
not been through the 
Cambridge International 
endorsement process.



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Combined Science
Full coverage of all core and extended topics in the new Cambridge IGCSE® 
Combined Science syllabus in one book.

Student Book
• Engage your students with real-life uses of science in context and investigative tasks 
• Provide thorough preparation with clearly differentiated extended material, questions on  

each topic and exam-style questions 
• Support your students further with teacher-annotated examples and end-of-topic checklists 

Teacher Guide
• Start teaching straight away with detailed teaching activities covering learning objectives 

and outcomes, common misconceptions and lesson ideas 
• Teach practical and investigative work with confidence with worksheets which take your 

students step-by-step through planning, carrying out and writing up 
• Match learning objectives and outcomes for each lesson to the syllabus using our detailed 

scheme of work providing a comprehensive overview of the course 

Upper Secondary

Science

This resource is endorsed 
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full syllabus for 
examination from 2019.

Collins Connect has 
not been through the 
Cambridge International 
endorsement process.

Authors: Malcolm Bradley, Susan Gardner, Sam Goodman, Sue Kearsey and Chris Sunley

Student Book ISBN Price
Student Book 9780008191542 £29.99
Teacher Guide   
Teacher Guide 9780008191535 £150.00
Collins Connect   
Collins Connect 1 year licence 9780008191566 £250.00 + VAT

2525For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge

• Comprehensive digital package containing 
full resources for teaching Cambridge 
IGCSE® Co-ordinated Sciences 

• Includes all content from the Student 
Books and auto-marked test questions with 
instant feedback as well as lesson plans, 
worksheets, practical instructions, answers 
to questions in the Student’s Book 



Cambridge IGCSE®  
English 

Show your students how to progress with a clear structure that moves from 
building key reading, writing and technical skills to applying these skills to specific 
question types and coursework tasks. The course supports the new syllabuses for 
examination from 2020. 

Student’s Book
• Help your students to make progress with regular ‘Check your progress’ checklists and 

annotated sample answers to exemplify high quality work throughout the course
• Help your students to prepare for success with sample questions at the end of each chapter 

and two complete practice papers at the end of the book
• Build confidence in speaking and listening with clear guidance, activities and  

exemplification of the presentation and discussion tasks

Workbook
• Set homework easily or offer extra support where needed with a clear correspondence  

between the Workbook and Student Book
• Additional practice of the fundamental reading, writing and speaking and listening skills,  

covering teaching points in more depth and with more scaffolding
• Practice tasks for all exam-question styles help your students to build their writing stamina and fluency for all the writing forms 

and purposes required by the syllabus

Teacher’s Guide
• Support your students’ progress with teaching sequences moving from building the key reading and writing skills to applying 

these skills to specific exam questions and coursework tasks
• Save time on planning and preparation with a two-year scheme of work, differentiated lesson plans, worksheets and 

PowerPoints for every two- or four-page section of the Student Book, plus extension activities for students aiming for the 
highest grades

• Help your students to prepare for examination success with sample 
answers for the practice papers included in the Student’s Book

English

Upper Secondary

Series editor: Julia Burchell
Authors: Julia Burchell, Mike Gould, Keith Brindle, Steve Eddy 
and Ian Kirby
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Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008262006 £23.99 April 2018
Workbook   
Workbook 9780008262020 £7.99 May 2018
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 9780008262013 £100.00 May 2018
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We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.

New

Cambridge IGCSE® English  
Revision Guide

This revision guide covers the Cambridge IGCSE® English 
syllabus for first examination in 2020

• Clear and concise syllabus coverage focusing on reading 
and writing skills 

• Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help students plan 
revision in manageable chunks 

• Revision tips to provide support for students as they 
prepare for assessment  

• Quick tasks and exam-style practice questions to check 
progress and develop exam skills 

• A supporting glossary to help build vocabulary

English

Revision

Revision Guide ISBN Price Publication date
Cambridge IGCSE® English Revision Guide 9780008210366 £8.99 March 2018
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Cambridge IGCSE® 

  English
Mike Gould, Ian Kirby,  
Keith Brindle, Steve Eddy

STUDENT’S BOOK

Also for Cambridge IGCSE® (9–1)

Cambridge IGCSE® English
Collins Cambridge IGCSE® English Student Book provides in-depth  

coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  
Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Mike Gould, Ian Kirby, Keith Brindle, Steve Eddy

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

English Cambridge IGCSE Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:59 pm

We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.



Cambridge IGCSE® English  
as a Second Language

Skills-building support and exam practice in one book!

Student’s Book 
• Help your students achieve success with skills-building activities organised by topic and 

assessment practice organised by type of question or task 
• Engage your students with a rich variety of authentic, engaging listening and reading texts with a  

global, multicultural focus 
• Develop your students’ listening skills with a CD including audio files and scripts for speaking  

and listening activities 

Teacher’s Guide
• Save time with comprehensive lesson plans, photocopiable worksheets and activities and 

ideas for differentiation and extension 
• Provide lesson starters and discussion points with links to online video clips relevant to  

the topics in the Student Book 

Workbook 
• Enable your students to consolidate knowledge and set homework quickly and easily with a 

write-in, full-colour Workbook 

Upper Secondary

English

This resource is endorsed 
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full syllabus for 
examination from 2019.

Collins Connect has 
not been through the 
Cambridge International 
endorsement process.

Authors: Lorna Pepper, Susan Anstey, Shubha Koshy, Mike Gould, Alison Burch, 
Emma Watkins

• Additional listening, reading, grammar 
and vocabulary to further embed the key 
language from the course 

• Auto-marked exercises are linked to advice 
on areas for review, if needed

Student’s Book ISBN Price
Student’s Book 978-0-00-819726-1 24.99
Workbook   
 Workbook 978-0-00-745689-5 £7.99
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-819729-2 £100.00
Collins Connect   
Collins Connect 1 year licence 978-0-00-819730-8 £250.00 + VAT
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Cambridge IGCSE® English as a  
Second Language Revision Guide
• Clear and concise syllabus coverage focusing on key reading, 

writing, speaking and listening skills
•  Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help plan revision in 

manageable chunks
•  Real life tips to provide ideas for ways to practise skills  

every day
•  Quick revision check tasks and end-of-chapter tests for every 

topic, including access to audio files for listening practice
•  A cut-out vocabulary list for every topic, to revise on the go 

Revision Guide ISBN Price
Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second Language Revision Guide 9780008210380 £8.99

Revision

Engligh as a  
Second Language

For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge

This title is endorsed by 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education for 
revision for examination  
from 2019.



Cambridge IGCSE® 
Literature in English

Help your students develop the skills and understanding to succeed in 
Cambridge IGCSE® Literature in English. The resource introduces the 
fundamental skills and concepts and supports students in applying them to 
poetry, prose and drama. 

Student’s Book
• Help your students make good progress by teaching the underlying skills and concepts 

and before helping students to apply them in passage-based, discursive and unseen tasks
• Regular ‘Check your progress’ features help your classes to measure their progress, while 

annotated responses show them how to improve
• Support your students with clear differentiation: introductory chapters build learners’ 

confidence, the main chapters offer greater depth, while extension lessons help your 
students reach their full potential

• Engage your students with rich, varied, text extracts from a variety of periods and cultures

Teacher’s Guide
• Support your students’ progress with teaching sequences that follow the structure of the Student Book, moving from building the 

key skills in comprehension, close analysis and interpretation to applying these skills to specific exam and coursework tasks
• Save time on planning and preparation with a two-year scheme of work and differentiated lesson plans, worksheets and 

PowerPoints for every two- or four-page section of the Student Book 
• Adapt the resources to the needs of your classes with printable PDFs and editable Word and PowerPoint files

English

Upper Secondary

Series editor: Anna Gregory
Authors: Anna Gregory, Mike Gould, Alexandra Melville,  
Kurt A. Johnson and Chris Green
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Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008262037 £23.99 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 9780008262044 £100.00 May 2018
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Also for Cambridge O Level and Cambridge IGCSE® (9–1)

Cambridge IGCSE®

Literature 
in English
Mike Gould, Chris Green,  
Kurt A. Johnson, Alexandra Melville

Cambridge IGCSE®  
Literature in English

Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Literature in English Student Book provides in-depth  
coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Mike Gould, Chris Green, Kurt A. Johnson, Alexandra Melville

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Literature in English Cambridge IGCSE Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:59 pm



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Drama
Create a varied, stimulating and enjoyable learning environment which enables 
students of different confidence and ability levels to flourish.

Student’s Book
• Support your students to master topics through an effective ‘Start, Explore, Develop, Apply’ 

structure of each unit
• Develop your students’ knowledge by considering example responses to activities, essays and stimuli
• Help your students to understand and use dramatic terms with on-the-page explanations
• Expand your students, practical and written skills through a wide variety of group and individual tasks

Teacher’s Guide 
• Enable students to learn a range of skills, such as how to build their self-awareness and 

self-confidence, which extend beyond the subject itself and equip them for life 
• Enhance your teaching with a large variety of worksheets and visual resources  

to accompany each unit 
• Differentiated learning outcomes allow you to shape activities to match students’ needs

Upper Secondary

Drama

This resource is endorsed 
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full syllabus for 
examination from 2015.

Collins Connect has 
not been through the 
Cambridge International 
endorsement process.

Authors: Mike Gould, Rebekah Bettie, Emma Hollis-Brown and Gail Deal

Access supporting resources, including:
• Interactive activities to review the syllabus topics 
• Additional play scripts
• Still images from productions
• Stimuli for devising and a range of video clips  

from performances and rehearsals

Student’s Book ISBN Price
Student’s Book 978-0-00-812467-0 £23.99
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-814210-0 £70.00
Collins Connect   
Collins Connect 1 year licence 978-0-00-816215-3 £120.00 + VAT

2929For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Geography 

This new edition encourages students to make links between case studies and 
their own local contexts as well as exploring the core themes and skills in the 
context of global case studies and processes. There is support for students 
preparing for examination, including full coverage of the core themes: Population 
and Settlement, The Natural Environment and Economic Development and the 
Use of Resources. Geographical and fieldwork skills are also developed.

Student’s Book 
• Encourage your students to make links between case studies and their own local contexts 

as well as exploring the core themes and skills in the context of global case studies and 
processes

• Opportunities for practice and self-assessment with exam-style questions, answers at 
different levels and accompanying comments

• Produced in partnership with the UK Geographical Association

Teacher’s Guide
• Lesson plans for every topic in the Student Book
• Worksheets for every topic to support the process of 

studying
• Includes a suggested two-year scheme of work, exam 

practice and mark scheme guidance
• Online resources contain artwork, mapping and 

photographs from the Student Book for Whiteboard display
• Written by highly experienced Geography teachers

Geography

Upper Secondary

Authors: John Belfield, Jack Gillett, Meg Gillett and John Rutter

30

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008260156 £23.99 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 9780008260163 £100.00 March 2018
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Cambridge IGCSE® Geography  
Revision Guide

This revision guide supports the Cambridge IGCSE® Geography 
syllabus for first examination from 2020

• Support for revising case studies to aid students as they 
prepare for the exam

•  Activities, quick tests and exam-style practice questions for 
every topic, so students can check progress and develop  
exam skills

•  A supporting glossary with easy-to-understand definitions of 
key terms

Geography

Revision

Revision Guide ISBN Price Publication date
Cambridge IGCSE® Geography Revision Guide Revision Guide 9780008210359 £8.99 March 2018

We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.
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  Geography
John Belfield, Jack Gillett,  
Meg Gillett, John Rutter

STUDENT’S BOOK

Also for Cambridge O Level and Cambridge IGCSE® (9–1)

Cambridge IGCSE® Geography
Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Geography Student Book provides in-depth  

coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  
Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: John Belfield, Jack Gillett, Meg Gillett, John Rutter 

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Geography Cambridge IGCSE Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:59 pm
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Cambridge IGCSE®  
Environmental Management
Inspire your Environmental Management students through real-life 
practical applications.

Student’s Book
• Clear focus on the integrated approach to the subject 
• Consolidate understanding with questions throughout to check and confirm knowledge 
• Encourage your students to think for themselves and experiment with a major focus on problem 

solving and investigations 
• Engage students and deepen understanding with case studies

Teacher’s Guide  
• Overviews of each topic and links to other topics highlighted to assist with medium- 

and long-term planning 
• Detailed scheme of work matching lessons to the syllabus learning outcomes 
• Extension content and activities 
• Lesson plans 
• Extended and more detailed case studies 
• Decision making exercises

Upper Secondary

Environmental  
Management

This resource is endorsed
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full syllabus for 
examination from 2019.

Authors: David Weatherly and Nicholas Sheehan

• Offers an online edition of the Student Book
• Support front-of-class teaching and enable 

students to access material from the 
Student Book at home.

Student’s Book ISBN Price
Student’s Book 978-0-00-819045-3 £24.99
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-819044-6 £100.00
Collins Connect   
Collins Connect 1 year licence 978-0-00-819043-9 £250 + VAT

3131For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Art & Design

Support your students throughout their course and as they prepare for 
assessment with this new resource. The course offers detailed information on 
the key disciplines of Art and Design and builds confidence in practical skills 
and creative expression.

Student’s Book
• Promotes understanding of the key stages of the creative process from the development of 

a project from the beginning to the outcome, and gives detailed information on all the key 
disciplines

• Tips throughout to help your students improve their work, highlighting useful skills and 
areas to consider or observe

• Reflective log boxes after each topic for your students to consider which objectives they 
have mastered and how they can take their learning further

• Student case studies show a wealth of examples taken from different students’ coursework 
around the globe so that students can learn from real-life examples

Art & Design

Upper Secondary

Author: Garry Whitehead

32

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008250966 £25.99 March 2018
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 9780008250973 £100.00 April 2018

32

Teacher’s Guide
• An inclusive approach that both embeds best practise for new teachers and encourages 

experienced teachers to develop further 
• Guidance on setting up and managing an art and 

design workspace and resources
• Guidance on the Elements of Art and 

the Creative Process, and suggestions 
for activities and research to embed this 
in your lesson plans

• Comprehensive lesson plans matched 
to the Student Book and suggested 
further activities to provide flexibility in 
teaching the course

• Activities and suggested projects 
of different lengths, for immediate 
assessment or to span lessons or topics 

• Case studies, using real student 
projects, to aid assessment for teachers

• A full, comprehensive scheme of work, 
and guidance on adapting it to your 
students

We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.
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Also for Cambridge O Level

Cambridge IGCSE®

Art & Design 
Garry Whitehead  

Cambridge IGCSE® Art & design
Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Art & Design Student Book provides in-depth  

coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  
Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Garry Whitehead 

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Art & Design Cambridge IGCSE Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:58 pm



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Design and Technology
The course follows a skills-building approach that links together the theory 
and practical parts of the syllabus to effectively build students’ key skills and 
knowledge, while also providing support and guidance for teachers.

Student’s Book 
• Develop the skills your students need to make the transition from theory to practical application 
• Help your students prepare for both the written and practical parts of the exam with guidance 

on the final project and exam-style questions 
• Choose from the three optional papers (Resistant Materials, Graphic Products,  

and Systems and Control) covered in full, in addition to the core Product Design section 

Teacher’s Guide
• Contains lesson plans and activities suitable for a range of international classroom 

environments 
• Provides guidance on setting up and running practical project work in the classroom 
• Fully supports the approach of the Student Book, using scenarios and skills-building  

to link together the theory and practical parts of the syllabus 

Upper Secondary

Design and  
Technology

This resource is endorsed 
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full syllabus for 
examination from 2015.

Collins Connect has 
not been through the 
Cambridge International 
endorsement process.

Authors: Stewart Ross, Dawne Bell, Justin Harris, Chris Hughes, Matt McLain  
and David Wooff

The digital component provides additional 
resources for both students and teachers, 
supporting learning both at school and at 
home. 
• The full Student Book online for front-

of-class teaching or for students to refer 
to at home 

• Interactive quizzes to provide further 
practice and reinforcement for students 

• Hundreds of activity sheets for the 
teacher to download for further practice 
of key skills

Student’s Book ISBN Price
Student’s Book 978-0-00-812468-7 £24.99
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-814421-0 £100.00
Collins Connect   
Collins Connect  
1 year licence

978-0-00-816011-1 £250.00 + VAT

3333For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge



Cambridge IGCSE®  
ICT

Combine theory and practical skills to help all students progress with resources 
directly supporting the latest Cambridge IGCSE® ICT syllabus. 

Student’s Book
• Engage your students by linking theory and practice with relevant scenarios and skills-building 

activities 
• Provide thorough preparation as your students build up to exam-style tasks and are supported 

with practice questions and answers 
• Access source files for use with specific practical tasks on the accompanying CD-ROM 

Teacher’s Guide
• Comprehensive planning support with lesson plans 

to match every unit in the Student Book, as well as 
worksheets and ideas for differentiation 

• Support your planning with a suggested two-year scheme 
of work and answers to every activity and question in the 
Student Book 

• Create exciting ICT lessons with editable versions 
of all lesson plans, and worksheets and PowerPoint 
presentations on the accompanying CD-ROM

ICT

Upper Secondary

Authors: Paul Clowrey and Colin Stobart

Student’s Book ISBN Price
Student’s Book 978-0-00-812097-9 £23.99
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-812098-6 £100.00
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Cambridge IGCSE® ICT Revision Guide

• Clear and concise syllabus coverage for the theory and 
practical papers

•  Topics in short, user-friendly sections to help you plan your 
revision in manageable chunks

•  Revision tips to provide essential assessment guidance
•  Quick tests and exam-style practice questions for every 

topic, including access to files for practical activities
•  A supporting glossary with easy-to-understand definitions of 

key terms

Revision Guide ISBN Price
Cambridge IGCSE® ICT Revision Guide 9780008210373 £8.99

ICT

Revision

Author: Colin Stobart

This resource is endorsed
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full syllabus for 
examination from 2016.

This title is endorsed by 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education for 
revision for examination  
from 2016.



Cambridge IGCSE®  
Malay

The only published course to offer full and comprehensive coverage of the 
Cambridge IGCSE® Malay syllabus. It’s aimed at students learning Malay as a 
foreign language.

Student’s Book 
• Teach language in context with topic-based units and clear mapping to the syllabus 
• Help your students achieve success with clear learning objectives for each unit and carefully graded 

practice opportunities for all four skills in each unit 
• Motivate your students with cultural information in cultural insight boxes, linking language  

to culture 
• Help your students develop their listening and speaking skills with audio material offering  

listening comprehension and pronunciation practice 

Workbook
• Benefit from additional material for practice, consolidation and reinforcement following the 

topic-based units of the Student Book 
• Support more advanced students with extension activities to challenge and stretch fast 

finishers 
• Benefit from review sections at regular intervals throughout, with additional exercises relating 

to the five main topic areas of the syllabus 

Upper Secondary

Malay

This resource is endorsed
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full syllabus for 
examination from 2016.

Authors: Mohd Saiful Nizam Abd Shukor, Nor Najwa Azwee, Halimahtun Kamariah 
Hamzah, Dr Hazira Hamzah, Nordalis Khalid, Zaharah Othman, Norshah Aizat Shuaib, 
MPS Mathave Vadiveloo, Kanagasaba Venugopal

• A full and comprehensive Teacher’s Book 
providing step-by-step guidance on how to 
teach the course, with clear lesson plans 
and syllabus information 

• Audio files for listening exercises including 
transcripts 

• The Student Book in digital format to help 
you use the resources in a constructive and 
flexible way 

• Printable worksheets and interactive 
exercises to offer further practice material

Student’s Book ISBN Price
Student’s Book 978-0-00-820277-4 £24.99
Teacher’s Guide
Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-826804-6 £50.00
Workbook   
Workbook 978-0-00-820278-1 £7.99
Collins Connect   
Collins Connect 1 year 
licence

978-0-00-820279-8 £250.00 + VAT
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Cambridge IGCSE®  
Physical Education

The only published course to offer comprehensive coverage of the Cambridge 
IGCSE® PE syllabus.

Student’s Book 
• Deepen your students’ knowledge and understanding of key topics through the clear 

and concise explanations given and the contexts selected 
• Support your students to learn a range of skills, such as how to build self-awareness 

and how to reflect on their performance 
• Help your students to feel more confident and secure about their understanding of the 

key topics 
• Enable your students to review, record and evaluate their work 
• Provide thorough preparation and monitor learning using the ‘Learning Log’ and ‘Check 

your Progress’ features

Teacher’s Guide 
• Syllabus assessment objectives clearly laid out
•  Options for how to adapt the Student Book to suit the specific needs of your students
•  Photocopiable handouts to help your students consolidate their learning

Physical  
Education

Upper Secondary

Authors: Leon Fraser, Gareth Norman and Matthew Brown

The digital resources offer the opportunity 
for reinforcement and consolidation of key 
topics in class and at home, through the 
following:
• Interactive activities, to reinforce 

understanding of key syllabus topics
• Video clips on syllabus-related topics such 

as health, nutrition and fitness, and the 
impact of these on sporting performance

• Exam-style questions written by the 
authors, with exemplar answers

• Downloadable Teacher Guide containing 
learning sequences and photocopiable 
handouts

Student’s Book ISBN Price
Student’s Book 978-0-00-820216-3 £24.99
Teacher’s Guide   
Teacher’s Guide 978-0-00-820217-0 £100.00
Collins Connect   
Collins Connect 1 year 
licence

978-0-00-820218-7 £250 + VAT
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This resource is endorsed 
by Cambridge Assessment 
International Education to 
support the full syllabus for 
examination from 2019.

Collins Connect has 
not been through the 
Cambridge International 
endorsement process.



Cambridge Advanced
16 to 19 year olds*

37For more information and to download samples, visit: www.collins.co.uk/international

Cambridge International AS 
& A Level

 

Cambridge Advanced

In addition to the existing Cambridge 
International AS & A Level Geography, 
Collins is now publishing an AS & A Level in 
Mathematics, Further Mathematics and in 
Art and Design as well as an AS & A Level  
for the brand-new syllabus, Digital Media  
and Design.  

3737For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge

*age range is for guidance only
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Mathematics

Advanced

38

Series Editor: Dr Adam Boddison
Authors: Louise Ackroyd, Tom Andrews, Helen Ball, 
Chris Chisholm , Jonny Griffiths, Michael Kent,  
Sharon McBride and Chris Pearce

Cambridge International  
AS & A Level Mathematics

This new series of 5 books supports the new Cambridge International AS 
& A Level Mathematics and is assumed prior knowledge for Cambridge 
International AS & A Level Further Mathematics, both for first examination 
from 2020. The course inspires and guides your students to pursue 
STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) careers with 
a Mathematics in Life and Work theme for each chapter, showing how 
mathematics are used in a range of careers and further study routes.

Student’s Book 
• Cover the complete content of Mechanics (formerly Mechanics 1), Probability &  

Statistics 1, Probability & Statistics 2, Pure Mathematics 1, Pure Mathematics 2  
and the additional A Level-only content for Pure Mathematics 3

• Develop the key A Level mathematical skills of mathematical modelling, problem  
solving and communication through dedicated questions and teaching

• Help your students master mathematics with varied practice to develop understanding, exam style questions to test 
comprehension, and carefully selected Cambridge past paper questions to help prepare for examination

• Give your students control of their learning with prior knowledge checks to assess readiness and end-of-chapter 
summaries that test understanding

• Support your students through the course with detailed explanations, clear worked examples and plenty of practice on 
each topic, with full workings available for each answer

• Provides clear progression from Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics and develops students’ confidence to progress to 
further study or STEM careers.
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We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
these titles.
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Cambridge International  
AS & A Level Mathematics

Pure Mathematics 1 

Helen Ball, Chris Pearce
Series Editor: Dr Adam Boddison

Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics  
Pure Mathematics 1

Collins Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics Pure Mathematics 1  
Student Book provides in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Philip Veal, Richard Brennan, Steven Forsyth

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Pure Mathematics 1 Cam Inter Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:56 pm

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics: Pure Mathematics 1 Student’s Book 9780008257736 £19.99 March 2018
Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics: Pure Mathematics 2 and 3 Student’s Book 9780008257743 £19.99 March 2018
Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics: Statistics 1 Student’s Book 9780008257767 £19.99 April 2018
Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics: Statistics 2 Student’s Book 9780008271879 £19.99 April 2018
Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics: Mechanics Student’s Book 9780008257750 £19.99 March 2018



Advanced

Mathematics

39

Cambridge International  
AS & A Level Further  
Mathematics

A brand new series of 4 books written for the new AS & A Level Further 
Mathematics syllabus for examination from 2020. With a clear focus on 
Mathematics in Life and Work, this series builds the key mathematical skills and 
knowledge that will open a wide range of careers and further study.

Student’s Book
• Cover the complete content of Further Pure Mathematics 1, Further Pure Mathematics 

2, Further Probability & Statistics and Further Mechanics with clear references to what 
your students will learn at the start of each chapter 

• Sets mathematics in real-world contexts that emphasise practical applications and career 
paths, with a Mathematics in Life and Work theme for each chapter

• Inspiring case studies and discussion activities showcase how mathematics is relevant to 
different roles

• Help your students to master mathematics with varied practice to develop understanding, 
exam style questions to test comprehension, and carefully selected Cambridge past paper 
questions to help prepare for examination

• Build advanced skills with in-depth explanations for deep understanding, practice for 
fluency, and probing questions to develop flexible problem solving

• Provide clear progression from A Level Mathematics and develop confident, independent 
and reflective mathematicians through extension questions and group discussions

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
AS & A Level Further Mathematics Further Pure Mathematics 1 Student’s Book 9780008257774 £19.99 March 2018
AS & A Level Further Mathematics Further Pure Mathematics 2 Student’s Book 9780008257781 £19.99 March 2018
AS & A Level Further Mathematics Further Statistics Student’s Book 9780008271886 £19.99 March 2018
AS & A Level Further Mathematics Further Mechanics Student’s Book 9780008271893 £19.99 March 2018

Series Editor: Dr Adam Boddison
Authors: Anthony Alonzi, Tom Andrews , Helen Ball, Chris Chisholm, Jonny Griffiths,  
Yimeng Gu, Michael Kent, Chris Pearce, Patrick Wallace
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Cambridge International  
AS & A Level Further Mathematics

Further Mechanics 

Anthony Alonzi, Chris Chisholm  
Series Editor: Dr Adam Boddison

Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics  
Further Mechanics

Collins Cambridge International AS & A Level Mathematics Further Mechanics  
Student Book provides in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International  

Environmental Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Philip Veal, Richard Brennan, Steven Forsyth

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Further Mechanics Cam Inter Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:55 pm

For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge
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Cambridge International 
AS & A Level Art & Design

Equip your students to be creative and reflective artists with our new course 
book, the only resource fully matched to the Cambridge International AS &  
A level Art and Design syllabus. The book promotes understanding of the key 
concepts, encourages critical practice, and builds confidence in practical skills 
and independent expression.

Student’s Book
• Guide your students through the artistic process of observation and intention, context and 

concepts, development and refinement and audience and setting in all disciplines
• Activities throughout improve your students’ practical skills in a wide range of techniques
• Complete language support with key terms highlighted and definitions provided
• Dedicated sections supporting your students through researching, planning, writing and 

reviewing their personal investigation practical guidance section at the end of the book
• Critical thinking boxes promote reflective practice in your students
• Artist and designer features deepen awareness of contemporary and historical 

practitioners worldwide
• Developed by an experienced team of teachers and practitioners

Art and Design

Advanced

Authors: Alan Parsons, Elizabeth Macfarlane and Louise Arnould

40

Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008250997 £35.00 June 2018
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Cambridge International  
AS & A Level Art & Design 

Liz Macfarlane, Alan Parsons,  
Louise Arnould

STUDENT’S BOOK

Cambridge International  
AS & A Level Art & Design

Collins Cambridge International AS & A Level Art & Design Student Book provides 
in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International Environmental 

Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Liz Macfarlane, Alan Parsons, Louise Arnould

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Art & Design Cam Inter Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:55 pm



We are working with 
Cambridge Assessment 
International Education  
to gain endorsement of  
this title.

Cambridge International  
AS & A Level Digital Media  
& Design

The only resource fully matched to the new Cambridge International AS & A 
Level Digital Media & Design, for first examination from 2019 onwards. Introduce 
your students to the digital media and design industry, with sections covering the 
history of digital media, how the digital landscape has changed and what tools and 
technologies are used in industry.

Student’s Book
• Build your students’ practical or technical skills with focused activities throughout that 

provide your students opportunities to put these skills into practice
• Consolidate your students’ understanding with comprehension activities that encourage 

discussion and reflection
• Prepare your students for their assessment with activities that encourage students to 

produce a design outcome or engage with the design process, including tips to help 
students succeed

• Enable students to access the syllabus content with a fresh, visual design and 
language tailored to English as a Second Language learners, with key terms providing 
clear definitions of technical language

• Help your students to put all the areas of study into context with industry insights 
offering real-life information, and case studies providing your students engaging 
international examples of the real-world application of the material they are studying

Advanced

Digital Media 
and Design

Authors: Philip Veal, Richard Brennan, Steven Forsyth, Mike Acosta, Lesley Ann Davis, 
Natalie Procter and Mike Wyeld
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Student’s Book ISBN Price Publication date
Student’s Book 9780008251000 £35.00 June 2018
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Cambridge International  
AS & A Level Digital Media & Design

Collins Cambridge International AS & A Level Digital Media & Design Student Book provides 
in-depth coverage of every aspect of the Cambridge International Environmental 

Management syllabus with an integrated approach to the subject. 

A wide range of carefully developed features brings engagement and excitement to 
Environmental Management along with real-life practical applications and links to 

other subjects. 

Case studies help you to engage with the subject and deepen your understanding, 
while questions for every section allow you to check and confirm your knowledge.

Authors: Philip Veal, Richard Brennan, Steven Forsyth

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations

✓  Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE® (0680), 
and O Level (5014) syllabuses for examination 
from 2019

✓   Has passed Cambridge’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts

✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

ISBN 978-0-00-819045-3

9 780008 190453
www.collins.co.uk/connect

Connect

Resources available at the Collins
online learning platform

Digital Media & Design Cam Inter Student Book.indd   1 28/7/17   1:55 pm

For more information and to download samples: www.collins.co.uk/cambridge
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Cambridge International  
AS & A Level Geography

Support students to obtain the knowledge, understanding and skills to help 
them succeed in their geographical studies. This resource covers all the core 
syllabus topics as well as the physical and human geography options. 

Student’s Book
• Help your students develop an understanding of complex topics and the inter-relationships 

between processes 
• Inspire your students with a wealth of maps, diagrams and infographics 
• Engage your students with up-to-date case studies from around the world 
• Encourage your students to explore and interpret with engaging infographics showing 

geographical patterns and data illustrated through maps and graphics 

Teachers’ Resources DVD
• Benefit from innovative and refreshing ideas, and try out new approaches to strengthen  

and deepen students’ understanding of our complex world 
• Reach every student and provide support in areas where some concepts are more 

challenging

Geography

Advanced

Authors: Barnaby Lenon, Iain Palôt, Robert Morris, 
Rebecca Kitchen and Andy Schindler

42

Student’s Book ISBN Price
Geography Student’s Book 978-0-00-812422-9 £35.00
Teachers’ Resources DVD   
Teachers’ Resources DVD 978-0-00816689-2 £200.00 + VAT

This resource is endorsed
by Cambridge International
Examinations to support 
the full syllabus for 
examination from 2018.
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and tools to support and inspire 
you as you browse, choose and 
use your Collins resources!
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and teaching resources, delivered direct to your inbox!
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